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Abstract 
Aspheric manufacturing technology is very important in the manufacturing 
of top products and modern weapons.It integrates the new machine technologies 
and the advanced technologies of modern electron, sensor, optics and computer.It 
is a fundamental technology in high-tech field. 
With the development and extension of advanced manufacture technology, the 
manufacturing modes of globalization, flexibility and virtual have become more 
and more depend- ing on the support environment of network and integration.The 
network manufacturing has become the main development direction of modern 
manufacture.That very enhances the digital and network requirement of the 
aspheric manufacturing. 
According to the requirement of the network and informationization of 
aspheric surface manufacturing, design the system based on C/S technology .It 
is used to transfer teledata to more than one machine,and it realizes management 
and accessing of the system database .The system is based on industrial PC , 
designs and sets up the NC information database system with SQL Server 2000 and 
ADO.NET .and it uses VB.NET as development tool . The system uses the C/S 
structure and standard RS232C interface and the user selects multi-parameters 
to transfer the data that provides the way to achieve remote control . 
The Software is designed on modularization, Modules can exchange 
information and match each other to realize whole system function.After 
confirming the machining type,the remote client PC can connect with 
corresponding server PC on internet,so as to realize the data transmission and 
interaction.And then,do the aspheric machining.Meanwhile,the operator can 
obtain the information from the database server.That makes writing NC programme 
more convenient.And by using the management of the aspheric manufacturing 
information database,the information management becomes more flexible. The 
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communication is compact and fast ;for the accessing and management of system 
database is convenient and fast ,it is with quite high efficiency of management 
and running . The research of this paper can provide the beneficial technical 
support for the maximum use of the aspheric manufacturing information,CNC 
machine tools and machining programmes. 
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第一章    绪论 
 










表 1.1  光学非球面器件的材料及应用 
非球面类型 材料 应用领域 
普通镜头 光学玻璃 显微镜、CD/DVD、投影仪 
红外线镜头 单晶锗、单晶硅 夜视镜、医用内视镜、激光加工 
普通反射镜 铝合金、铜、磷青铜 激光加工机、大型显示器 
注射模具 陶瓷、镍合金 激光打印机 




























1.2  数字化制造技术 
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1.3  数字化发展和现状 
















1.3.2  非球面加工数控系统发展现状 
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